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Hi there!
My name is Jouleeyah and I am a Spiritual Healer.
This PDF file provides you with info about Healing Sessions with me.
I hope you find this info helpful and I send you much love.
Smiles,
Jouleeyah

Understand who you are and
why you are here
Your soul’s essence is from a place in the universe where everything is ONE and in harmony. And
you came down to Earth because you wanted to express yourself creatively and because you
wanted to fulfil a certain purpose. And as much as there is ONENESS up in the sky where you
originally come from, each planet, star and galaxy functions very differently.
What that means for you is that you are so unique that the way you manage your life down here
on Earth is very unique, too. Meaning: the way you receive, express and manifest your soul’s
essence and purpose is completely unique.
That’s why embodying who you are at soul level is a very magical thing to do, and expressing
your soul’s qualities can give you a grounded experience of health and well-being in all areas of
your life, including spiritual and financial abundance.
You are in fact much more amazing, unique and beautiful than you probably think you are.
My healing work can give you the missing pieces of the puzzle as part of your
transformational process.
That’s because other healing modalities (e.g. western medicine, psychotherapy, physiotherapy)
have been created to mainly help you to heal the physical, emotional or mental aspects of
whatever is bothering you. And my healing modality helps you to heal the spiritual and
energetic aspects of whatever is bothering you.
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Healing with Spirit Guides
Most of my Spirit Guides call themselves “Azez”.
The Azez are a group of souls that are not incarnated into physical bodies. These souls are Spirit
Guides as well as angelic Healing Beings. They can see all of your dimensions (e.g. your soul,
your body, your emotions, etc.). They can help you understand who you are and why you are
here. And they can send you healing vibes.
The Azez and I can help you to gently and safely release disturbances and blocks on an
energetic level that create imbalances in your system.
These imbalances usually show up as disease (e.g. chronic illness) or as annoying, painful
patterns that repeat themselves in your relationships or in your career/business (e.g. difficulties
with finding love, struggles to fully express your gifts and talents).
I also want to mention that the Azez hold a form of energy called “Azeztulite” which is highly
protective and helps you to experience universal love and to receive guidance. This energy can
be shifted into a Quartz (if needed) and this Quartz can then also be called “Azeztulite”. And
even though there exists such a funny thing as a trademarked Quartz called “Azeztulite” (which is
basically just a Quartz that’s been blessed by the Azez and quite expensive), you can actually
really let the Azez bless any affordable Quartz for you and you will sense the effect of Azeztulite.

Develop new ways of working
with and within the Aquarian
dynamic
My Healing Sessions are designed in a way that helps me to include the new Aquarian health
and healing dynamics into my health care practice.
At the moment we are all involved in the transition from the Piscean to the Aquarian era. Which
means that we have to develop new ways of working with and within the Aquarian dynamic.
Everything is moving through this transition, including our physical body.
“We have to prepare our psyches to excel in the new environments and coming decades. We
will need intuition, stamina, both physical and mental, self-awareness, and a new depth of
spiritual experience that can hold our identity in the face of global changes, relentless
competition, information overload, and ecological and environmental challenges.” (source:
Spirit Voyage)
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Your new insights become your
strengths
We often want to create change as quickly as possible.
However, your healing process will be much easier for you, and much more effective, if you
allow it to naturally work through you.
Your body, mind and soul are not designed to cope with fast change or quantum leaps.
That’s because your consciousness first wants to understand what your body or the issues in
your relationships or in your career are trying to tell you. In a second step, your body needs time
to integrate, ground and embody these new insights. That’s because when you learn new things
and you evolve, all parts of yourself (including the consciousness of your body) have to be able
to catch up with this new awareness. And as soon as you do, your new insights become your
strengths.
Anything that has formed a chronic pattern in your life will need more time to heal than an acute
issue. Meaning: chronic illness will take longer and need more healing cycles than acute
illnesses. Same with relationship issues or career issues: patterns that you have experienced
over a longer period of time will need more time to heal than something that has only
happened once.

Contact me
If you’d like to receive healing and guidance from my Spirit Guides and me as related to your
physical health or your relationships or your career, you can contact me here:
Contact
Please note that my healing work is not a replacement for medical, naturopathic or therapeutic
diagnostics or treatment.
Smiles,
✶ Jouleeyah ✶
Spiritual Healer | Healing With Spirit Guides | Create a healthy, abundant life that’s deeply rooted
in spirituality.
https://jouleeyah.com
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